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The year is 2022. Facing catastrophic climate change, the world has committed to 
power more and more essential services and industries with renewable energy. 
With that has come an increasing battery demand for grid storage, electric 

vehicles, power tools, and more. Batteries have become critical to daily life and the 
survival of the planet – yet are riddled with fundamental issues that can make them 
expensive, unsafe, and impractical. 

Leading minds around the globe are working tirelessly to solve these issues by 
pursuing long and expensive efforts to develop new materials, chemical additives, 
cell designs, and manufacturing methods – or in other words, the elusive “next best 
battery.” But the unfortunate reality is that the vast majority of these efforts result 
only in incremental battery performance improvements and are still many years and 
tens of billions of dollars from large scale adoption. 

That’s why Iontra decided to try something entirely different. 

While everyone else is pursues lengthy approaches to reinvent lithium battery cells, a 
NASA scientist and an electric vehicle entrepreneur formed a quiet little company in 
Denver – and accomplished a battery innovation even more revolutionary.

They focused seven years of research on developing a method to improve the 
fundamental electrochemical processes within batteries using software to control the 
charge and discharge activity every battery is subjected to across its lifespan.

By harnessing a unique application of predictive and machine learning models, Iontra 
developed an algorithm that eliminates the root cause of constraints in existing 
batteries: the occurrence of plating and dendrite growth during charging events. This 
breakthrough approach for battery charge/discharge control helps any battery be 
the best version of itself—far more capable than either cell manufacturers or leading 
product designers believe them to be.

Iontra is able to charge standard battery cells 2-6 times faster and make them last 2-3 
times longer than manufacturer spec sheet peak performance claims.

This extraordinary software-based innovation is a plug-and-play breakthrough that 
works with any existing battery cell and can be quickly and inexpensively integrated 
into products with the very next release.

Nobody has to wait for the “next best battery.” With Iontra, you already have it.
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PROBLEM
Lithium-ion batteries contain the same core components since their 
commercial introduction in 1991 and still suffer from a critical problem: 
fast charging, aging, damage, temperature fluctuations, and temperature 
extremes can all cause anodes to plate lithium and grow dendrites 
(“metal whiskers”) on the battery’s anode, which shorten the useful life — 
or short-circuit the battery, causing it to catch fire. 

These problems are prevalent in all battery-operated product markets. 
As an example, electric vehicle adoption is significantly hampered by the 
cost and performance limitations of today’s energy storage systems. 
Impractical driving ranges, safety concerns, and long charging times will 
hinder investments for convenient charging infrastructure until these 
issues are addressed.

Battery-related issues dominate conversations, with the world 
seeing mass EV recalls just this past quarter, and an entire phobia 
(“nomophobia”) coined after the anxiety of losing phone battery charge.

Potential customers and other industry experts are committed to lithium-
ion batteries and need innovations to improve performance, cost, and 
safety quickly, and with little incremental investment. The problems they 
are most interested in solving:

• Reducing the ongoing degradation of lithium-ion batteries across
charge cycles

• Reducing the battery over-specification currently pursued by product
OEMs

• Shortening charging times to make battery powered products more
convenient and practical to use

• Increasing the number of lifetime cycles
• Reducing energy storage system costs per kWh
• Improving battery and product safety
• Using batteries already in warehouses and supply chains

Other researchers and innovators are working to mitigate the impact 
of lithium plating and dendrites by introducing new battery anodes, 
cathodes, electrolytes, or separators — or re-engineering entirely new 
battery formats, including solid electrolyte designs. To date, these 
attempts have not stopped dendrite formation, nor do they significantly 
improve cost or performance. Because current innovations only 
mitigate the effects of plating and dendrites, but do not stop dendrite 
formation, they are unable to create significant improvements in cost 
or performance. Changing or introducing new cell designs requires 
significant time and cost to develop, prototype, test, and scale, in addition 
to necessitating new certifications and acceptable warranties.

OEMs must also undertake costly and time-consuming product design 
and supply changes.

Current innovations only 
mitigate the effects of plating 
and dendrites. They do not 
stop dendrite formation. And 
they cannot create significant 
improvements in cost or 
performance.

Microscopic images showing 
dendrite growth (“metal 
whiskers”) on lithium-ion and 
lithium metal batteries.
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SOLUTION
Iontra has developed a breakthrough charge control algorithm, 
Pathfinder, that already delivers the performance that next generation 
batteries are promising to deliver years from now. Pathfinder works 
with all lithium and zinc battery systems to accomplish significant cost, 
performance, and safety improvements.

Pathfinder has been developed and refined over several years of 
continuous battery cycling based on predictive and machine learning 
driven continuous improvement. Pathfinder is a unique charge control 
solution that actively improves the electrodynamics and maintains the 
balance across the complex chemical and electrochemical systems. 

Iontra’s proprietary real-time state of health monitoring maintains 
the battery in its optimal state resulting in uniform deposition and 
intercalation, active temperature management, and safety issue 
avoidance. 

The Pathfinder technology applies to all existing batteries as well as 
future lithium and zinc battery formats, making it future-proof and 
backwards compatible.

Pathfinder, a breakthrough 
charge-control algorithm, 
works with all lithium 
and zinc battery systems. 
Pathfinder enables significant 
improvements in cost, 
performance, and safety.

Iontra has stepped out of conventional battery charging standards which 
are focused on operating within the maximum voltage for a given battery 
chemistry. As a result, Pathfinder achieves: 

• Balanced electrochemical systems
• Elimination of plating and dendrites on anode surface
• Maintenance of cathode health
• Unimpaired ion transport mechanisms
• Faster charging, longer life and increased energy density
• Safer batteries by eliminating dominant failure modes

Iontra Charging: 
Orchestrated 2D growth

Conventional Charging:
Natural 3D growth

Conventional charging causes damaging 3D 
vertical growth

Pathfinder enforces 2D growth, resulting in 
uniform surfaces

Li+

Harmful, 
vertical 
growth

Maximum 
efficient 
intercalation

CATHODE (+)

ELECTROLYTE/
SEPARATOR

ANODE (-)
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The image below showcases a teardown comparison (taken with 
Scanning Electron Microscopy equipment by our validation partner) of 
battery cells after charging with conventional charging (CC/CV) 
protocols and Iontra’s charging. See how the anode structures of both 
compare to its original pristine anode form.

Customers can quickly integrate Pathfinder into their existing systems to 
achieve performance improvements. Compared with other innovations, 
Iontra does not require battery cell changes and can be implemented in a 
fraction of the time with minimal CAPEX and OEM product design, supply 
chain or manufacturing changes. Breakthrough performance benefits 
that customers can access today:

• Plating and dendrite free anodes
• Longer lasting cathodes
• 2-3X lifetime cycles
• 2-4X faster charge times
• Better capacity utilization
• More stable, safer batteries

Iontra has developed the Pathfinder technology over 8 years and has 
spent a lot of time to iterate, refine and perfect the mechanisms to 
achieve maximum battery performance. The technology has been 
integrated into multiple hardware platforms in preparation for customer’s 
product development, mass production and rollout to consumers. 
The company has also spent time to develop the team, company 
infrastructure, and core processes to support scaling. 
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WHY IONTRA
Iontra is exploiting the fact that for decades, the industry has deferred 
to battery cell OEMs to dictate acceptable standards and limitations 
within which to charge batteries. These limitations are in place primarily 
to judge whether a battery cell customer is operating within or outside 
of warranty parameters. As a result, product OEMs and innovators have 
largely ignored the possibility of exploring new concepts relating to 
battery charging and instead have devoted most investment dollars into 
new battery materials and cell designs.

This institutionalized acceptance of the constraints imposed by battery 
cell OEMs is the primary reason why battery charging techniques have 
been relatively static for decades. Iontra has taken a ground up approach 
to battery charging that starts from a fundamentally different scientific 
basis, resulting in dramatic improvements in battery performance 
and safety. Iontra challenges outdated assertions about acceptable 
battery charging and has accomplished unprecedented performance 
breakthroughs by employing the full capabilities of today’s computer 
processing power and machine learning capabilities to reinvent battery 
charging.  

Iontra has the only performance improvement solution of its kind in a 
market exploding with demand for lithium batteries and related products. 
Iontra makes it possible to quickly integrate its charge control solution 
into any existing system and achieve 2-4X better charge speeds, 
2-3X longer battery life and improved capacity utilization – all while
eliminating the source of internally caused shorts.

Iontra has a veteran team who has developed and brought products 
to market and built scalable infrastructure to enable growth. The 
environmental impact of Iontra’s technology is very strong with a 
significant foreseeable decrease in lithium demand, thereby reducing 
initial and replacement battery needs of customers: 

• Fewer batteries required for mobile products given Iontra’s fast
charge speed capabilities

• Reduced requirements for storage markets
• Reduced replacement battery needs due to longer cycle life

We believe Iontra is positioned at the right time with the right solution 
to give product OEMs what they want now: short, low-cost performance 
improvements for today’s batteries.

Charge speeds 2-6X faster. 
Battery life, 2-3X longer. Total 
lifetime energy throughput 
greater than 2-4.5X.
All while eliminating the 
source of internally caused 
shorts.

Iontra significantly reduces 
warranty expenses of 
customers, offsetting 50% or 
more of Iontra’s cost.
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A picture is worth a thousand words:
Iontra maintains precise control over metal ion electrochemical 
behavior during charging. The 3D images below are taken from Optical 
Profilometry, comparing Iontra’s technology to conventional charging 
when applied to copper, zinc, and lithium battery formats.

Performance Achieved:

Expanding the safe operating range to charge batteries, Iontra has 
achieved extraordinary battery performance previously not thought 
possible from today’s batteries. 

To illustrate, Iontra’s technology has been able to achieve the following 
improvements over battery cell spec rates for these popular cell types:

For more detailed performance information, please refer to the
Appendix.

Iontra

Control

Keyence 3D Roughness Microscope

Smooth Neutral Shorting Dead

Copper
(Iontra 2017)

Zinc
(Iontra 2018)

Lithium-metal
(Iontra 2019)

3D Optical Profilometry Images

Lithium-ion
(Iontra 2019)

SEM Images

Millions of cumulative cycles performed by Iontra

2.3x to 4x faster 1.2x to 3.3x longer
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By challenging accepted norms and employing the full capabilities of 
today’s computer processing power and machine learning capabilities, 
Iontra has reinvented battery charging.  Iontra’s first mover advantage 
has three major components:

Technology Leadership:

Iontra’s innovative team has designed its charge control solution as a 
result of years of experience solving problems for the highly demanding 
space exploration and heavy-duty electric vehicle industries. Iontra 
wanted to find a way to keep a battery in its most efficient state during a 
charge to enable continuous current to be pushed into the battery until 
it was fully charged without causing harm to the battery. A breakthrough 
technological approach was combined with a high throughput 
experimentation approach for rapid continuous improvement to develop 
its proprietary charge control hardware and software. Five hardware 
and over three major software versions later, Iontra has a highly refined 
solution that can improve the performance of any battery.

Iontra has gone to great lengths to maintain secrecy about its methods 
and has never shared the proprietary aspects of its solution with anyone 
outside of the company. Iontra remains the only industry player pursuing 
this solution.

Iontra does not just develop software, it also builds the hardware 
necessary to improve and validate the performance of its software 
with throughput cycling and data analysis, which ensures its solutions 
will work in the applications Iontra is targeting. Additionally, Iontra is 
collaborating on prototypes with leading industry manufacturers for 
power tool and smartphone applications. This experience ensures 
Iontra’s solutions are being developed to meet the high demands 
presented by end consumers.

Iontra’s solution also enables next generation batteries such as lithium 
metal and solid electrolyte batteries, both of which still suffer from 
dendrite growth and a variety of performance and safety issues. Iontra is 
uniquely positioned to continue in a technology leadership position for 
years to come given its ability to solve issues for both current and future 
battery designs. Being on the leading edge of these new battery format 
introductions will ensure Iontra maintains its first mover advantage for 
years to come.

FIRST MOVER ADVANTAGE

Three major releases of the 
solution over the last 3 years 
alone:

v1: Development support 
solution
v2: Customer engagement 
solution
v3: Cell adaptive solution
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High Customer Switching Costs:

Once companies begin to design their products around Iontra’s charge 
control technology and the resulting battery performance, it will be very 
difficult to eliminate Iontra from their designs. Iontra is very simple to 
implement and enables companies to defer long battery cell.

Additionally, many implementations of Iontra’s software solution will 
result in the design and production of a power management ASIC to 
integrate into end products. In addition to investing time and money 
into a purpose-built ASIC for maximum performance, there is also time 
and effort to integrate that ASIC into end products. Customers will be 
motivated to leverage that effort for as long as possible before spending 
more money on new solutions.

Preemptive IP Protection:

First mover advantage means that continued innovation happens 
through ongoing experience working with the initial novel charge control 
solution. As a result, Iontra has a pipeline of innovations, including 
advancements for its core functionality and new capabilities within the 
EV, portable electronics, and power tools markets, which customers are 
already finding valuable. 

Iontra is filing IP steadily to ensure its position will be fortified as it is 
adopted by the market.

ML/AI BASED SOLUTION 
DEVELOPED OVER 8 YEARS AND 
MILLIONS OF CYCLES
Machine learning models take a lot of data and time to develop. Iontra’s 
ML/AI shaped algorithm has been developed over the last eight years of 
focused effort, which will be difficult for others to replicate. 

New versions of Iontra’s algorithm are heavily reliant on sophisticated 
computer modeling and machine learning analysis fed by continuous 
and increasing data collected from its ongoing cycling of battery cells for 
various customers and real-world applications. 

This capability makes it possible for Iontra to quickly assess the full 
potential of cells and optimize their performance for customer-specific 
needs, leaving no doubt that maximum performance is being achieved 
for each cell of interest.   
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Software-based Battery Performance Improvement:

Being a software-based battery performance improvement means that 
continuous improvement can happen and be delivered to customers 
without having to go through the long, costly manufacturing and supply 
development effort that battery cell and electronics require. 

Fast Plug-and-Play Integration:

Iontra is currently working through an integration project with a 
consumer products company. The effort is proving the fast plug-and-
play integration claim in a live commercial engagement. The initial 
product prototype for a product that will be sold in the millions is taking 
under three months to integrate and get ready for initial testing. 

Low Per Unit and Ongoing Costs:

As a software solution, Iontra is pursuing a value pricing model that 
has the flexibility to fit into any product’s bill of materials cost to make 
sense from a product profitability perspective. Additionally, through the 
OmniStation, Iontra will ensure products and battery cells are engineered 
with precisely the right materials and manufacturing processes to result 
in optimal costs. 

COST LEADERSHIP

Improves Any System:

Because Iontra’s solution operates from the outside-in, it is uniquely 
positioned to be used in any battery cell and/or in conjunction with 
performance improvement technologies. 

Most other battery performance and safety improvement technologies 
are achieved through materials and cell design changes. Iontra’s charge 
control algorithm, including its real-time state of health monitoring, can 
be added to any system to maximize its performance and safety.

Future proof: Enables Next Generation Battery Designs:

Iontra has already demonstrated its ability to improve performance 
on multiple battery chemistries including Li-metal. Once customers 
have integrated Iontra’s solution into its products and new battery cells 
become available, it will be a seamless transition to adopt the latest 
battery cell models and simply continue to manage the charge and 
discharge process for the new cell with Iontra’s software.

LOW OBSOLESCENCE POTENTIAL
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Iontra’s technology was originally developed to join or coat metal and
non-metal surfaces with similar or dissimilar metals using Iontra’s single
step, heat free, pressure free technology. The result was a dense, uniform,
layered deposition of metal that delivered the high quality, reliability
and durability required by demanding welding, corrosion suppression
and other coatings applications. That means minimal bare space and
porosity, therefore, few opportunities for oxidization to begin. Fast
forward three years and Iontra was achieving its initial development
objectives of repeatable joining and coating control with many target
markets to choose from and had filed patents covering the application of
its technology (several now granted).

By 2017, Iontra was looking for the ideal place to commercialize its
technology. The battery market surfaced since, after all, what is battery
charging but the deposition (or in the case of lithium-ion, intercalation)
of lithium ions onto a copper, lithium, graphite, or silicone anode. The
biggest problems for batteries are that they lose storage capacity with
normal use and have ongoing safety issues. The culprit: plating and
dendrite growth during charging – the suppression of which is the very
thing Iontra’s technology does really well. The battery market became
even more attractive considering it requires less capital and a relatively
small organization for the development, go-to-market and operational
efforts required to serve it; highly leveraged sales activities with dozens,
not hundreds or thousands of customers, each with massive numbers
of annual product sales; an entire infrastructure in place to produce our
product; and existing demand for improved battery performance, cost,
and safety. Ideal conditions to move forward.

Having achieved initial success applying its solution to Iontra-produced
batteries in late 2017, Iontra was ready to move into an increased
throughput experimentation phase to advance the solution. The
National Renewable Energy Lab recommended starting with zinc-based
batteries which are highly reactive to electric current, like lithium, but
since they are safe in the open air, zinc could enable high throughput
experimentation to quickly advance the technology. So, Iontra did just
that and after thousands of experiments, it had perfected the use of its
technology for zinc batteries concluding 2018 with detailed analysis
and report from the University of Michigan confirming the ability to
demonstrate repeatable control and other extraordinary things achieved
with zinc batteries including conclusive evidence that Iontra is capable of
changing the orientation of zinc molecules during the deposition process
to achieve dense, uniform two dimensional surface structures.

In January of 2019, Iontra built a lithium lab and immediately achieved
initial results with pure lithium metal battery formats (that closely
resemble Iontra’s coatings origin).

COMPANY BACKGROUND
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Commercially available lithium-ion cell formats such as 18650, 21700 
and various pouch cells became Iontra’s exclusive focus in response 
to what the market vocally expressed as their priorities in interviews 
with over 50 potential customers, suppliers and industry experts. In
an effort to dramatically increase throughput application development 
for lithium-ion battery cells, Iontra designed and produced its first 
proprietary, fully functional Iontra software-controlled battery charger 
comprised of Iontra’s patented hardware, software, methods and 
machine learning algorithms in Q3 2019. In addition to improving 
diffusion and current distribution across electrodes, this initial battery 
cycler actively controlled the movement and intercalation of lithium ions 
to prevent lithium plating and dendrite growth under aggressive charging 
conditions.

Three major releases, three hardware versions and millions of battery 
charge/discharge cycles later, Iontra leads the industry in delivering 
unbeatable battery performance.
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Locations & Facilities: 

Iontra currently operates from a 7500 SF mixed use facility in south 
Denver and has secured an additional 36,000 SF of new space (“Fulton 
Facility”) that will accommodate the growth in its team and cycling 
operations. This new solutions development center will be an ISO 
17025:2005 compliant facility. Buildout renovations are underway.

OPERATIONS

Iontra’s lab capabilities are on par with the world’s leading national and 
private battery testing laboratories. The facility includes a full range of 
cutting-edge tools that enable precise measurements and analysis.

Equipment comparison with world leading national and private battery 
testing labs:
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